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REVOLUTION 
EDWIN JEZILE MKWANAZI 

Edwin Jezile Mkhwanazi, popularly known as "Fumes", died 
on the Sunday evening of July 2nd, 1978, of asthma, that had 
kept him in torment for more than two years and was hardly two 
months in the flood-stricken Lusaka, on his return from Hung
ary where be was receiving treatment* 

And so Fumes has run his race* 
What a race it was: brief, fast, robust - a race to the 

finish. To us, Runes was like "Elmer Gentry". When there was 
a mission to be carried out, we knew that Fumes was the man* 
He would make it* If a comrade was "in the soup", we knew that 
Fumes would save him* Comrade Fumes was the spirit of Umkhonto 
we Sizwe. He was the living blood of our ranks, as he w a s 
always the spirit of our jam sessions where he would Jive to 
the rhythm with zeal and splendour* 

PRODUCT 
In Fumes, we see a true representative of Umkhonto we 

Sizwe* Wherever he was and whatever he was doing, Fumes was MK 
in word and deed* 

Fumes was a product of the Ghetto and he could play the 
act efficiently, and knowing that our history has nothing to 
do with chaos, he played the role he had chosen in his life, 
that of a true, dedicated, honest militant of MK who tolerated 
nothing that was against his organisation* 

It is because he was light-hoarted, full of life and walk
ed with a spring in his step and laughed even in difficulties, 
that we look at those who fell In our struggle, defending free
dom* Ibr that, the African National Congress has looked at hie 
youthful life with admiration* We do not necessarily t a l k 
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rf those who f a l l in the struggle. The liberation of the 
Motherland requires blood, the blood of her best sons* 

Umkhonto we Sizwe* was hardly a year old when the youth
ful, energetic, the simply irrepressible Fumes, joined its 
ranks* By the end of 1962, in the distinguished company of 
other compatriots, Fumes was en route to distant lands to ac
quire skills and the wherewithal deemed indispensable for the 
restoration of human dignity for the Black race in South Africa. 
He envisioned very vividly a South Africa in which Freedom 
for the despised and down-trodden indigenous people would be 
restored* when democracy would see the light of day* 

Lest it be forgotten. The exit of Fumes and his collea
gues took place at a time when the entire South African sub-
oontinent still reeled under colonialist occupation. Botswana* 
Lesotho and Swaziland were helpless British Protectorates. 
Mozambique and Angola} Namibia, Zambia and Malawi - were all 
colonised territories* 

• 

TRANSIT 
In the then Beouanaland* the colonial Administration was 

in shameless collaboration with the fascist regime in South 
Afrioa. All intelligence Information was passed on to the 
Boers, if they did not feel the inclination to cross the boiv 
der and collect it themselves* Remember Mafeking in South 
Africa, was the capital of Beohuanaland until 1965. 

Small wonder then that Fumes and his colleagues literal
ly lived in the bush for the duration of their prolonged trans
it in this country. Northbound, they inohed their way in 
rioketty trucks and on foot* The onset of darkness often 
presaged an encounter with predators and scavengers of the 
wild* Somehow* these largely unarmed people made their way 
through minimal losses* Nature turned out to be kinder than 
human types called British Administrators* 

Beyond the mighty Zembesi lay still more hostile/terri
tory* Thanlcs to the invaluable assistance given by the United 
Independence Party (UHIP), freedom fighters who were themselves 
e m b r o i l e d i n a b i t t e r door die struggle 
for independence, passage to DaivEs-Salaam on the East African 
coast was realised* The destination lay further ahead and more 
tenuous overland transportation was laid out* 

The Fumes group was initiated to a particularly rigorous 
military training programme in a country where live bullets 
were preferred to dummy and where the limits of endurance were 
tested in day-long desert marches, sweltering hot by day and 
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bitingly oold at night. In preparation for future crossings 
of the Limpopo, V a a l , O r a n g e , Tugela and the Kei, 
Fumes and hie oolleagues taught their comrades the secrets of 
eating wild roots, snakes and other animals normally consider
ed revulsive. They had one and one purpose onlyt to defeat 
t h e enemy whatever the cost. Starvation, a weak physique 
and natural barriers were definitely not going to stand in 
their way as they marched to freedom* 

By the middle of 1963 Fumes was fuming,ready for the big 
encounter with the enemy. New arrivals and the uninitiated 
could only marvel at the supreme fitness of their physical 
training instructor as Fumes put them through the paces at four 
o'clock every morning* As he demonstrated each exercise he 
would jump in the air or squat with inimitable dexterity on 
the floor* 

TRAINING 
A review of the home front pointed to a need for further 

and more comprehensive training to produce an effectively all-
round MK cadre* Overcoming an acute disappointment at not 
being able to proceed to b a t t l e , Fumes accepted the 
directive for more training. In the event, Fumes discovered 
himself. This training brought to the surface qualities that 
had been latent in Fumes. To this excellent physical machine, 
was introduced a n e w weapon - an ideology. That compass 
saw Fumes through severe moments, when hardships beset the 
movement, despondency scattered many into limbo, whom today we 
have forgotten and our struggle is still continuing unabated. 
Close friends of Fumes deserted the African National Congress. 
Some of his oolleagues tended to adopt an ethnic complexion. 
Fume3 has survived it all. 

When we take a look around our ranks we see some shades 
of Fumes - we heave a sigh of relief and think: "Fumes is 
still alive. There is his incarnation in sibani-bani". 

It has been said that Fumes produced many a hero w h o 
distinguished himself in battle: in Vankie, Sipolilo, and in 
the very fascist citadel itself. That is a plain statement of 
truth. 

A brave man, full of guts, Fumes commanded the respect 
of the weak and the strong alike. He was that type of person 
you always felt proud to know and be associated with. He 
inspired confidence. 

The dictates of the situation demanded of Fumes to be 
where he was when death snatched him away "in his prime". 
During his brief life his quiet, if not qualitative, contribution 
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to the cause of the peopl* was tremendous* Let it be said 
again - Fumes was a fine fellows he had p 1 u o k 9 warmth 
and boundless love for his fellow sufferers. 

So, that evening while he was under a severe relapse in 
the presence of his girl-friend, Monty, whom he was planning to 
make a life-companion, Comrade Edwin Jesile "Fumes" Kkhvanazi, 
lifted his right hafld fist in the salute of the African Nation
al Congress, managed to squeeze out in a voioe only known to 
asthmatic as "AMAHDLi". And the lights went off. A great man 
has passed away* 

Bantustan Independence' Fraud 
As the Year of the Freedom Charter and the South Afri

can Worker draws to a close, our people are looked in 
serious battles with the oppressor in demonstration of 
their utter rejection of the Apartheid system. Strong 
voices from various quarters representing popular feeling 
continue to'be heard at home and abroad* Amongst them 
two outspoken opponents of the status quo, compelled to 
leave the country in the wake of fiendish harassment and 
impending incarceration, have been energetically drawing 
the attention of international opinion to the plight of 
our p e o p l e in the hands of the criminal Pretoria 
regime and its stooges* These are Thozamile Botha, a re
nowned trade union leader from Port Elizabeth, in the 
Cape and King Sabata Dalindyebo, head of the Tembus in the 
Transkei. The latter saw it all in the Bantuatans that it 
was a fraud designed by the racipts to rob his people. 
At the onset King Dalindyebo undertook to f ight. He had 
seen that all this high-blood pressure salesmanship was 
meant to rule the people and keep them divided* To hyp
notise the people by giving them the impression that 
they are being helped. Where 'leaders' are ohosen f o r 
the people and groomed to oppress them. 

Below we publish extracts ftom a statement by King 
Sabata Dalindyebo at a p r e s s conference in Zambia 
on the 3rd of December, 1980. 
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